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   Jntroduction. Let G be a topological group and X h compact G-space. The

aim of this paper is to observe Kernel fl" and Kernel LS7f, where ll* is a homo-

morphism from lil(X7G) to Rf(X) induced by the projection fl:X - X7G, andL9"

is a forgetful homomorphism from R6 (x) to K'N'(x).

   1. Let G be a topological group, X a G-space and U(n) the classical unitary

group. Consider the space

           B." -rm Map(G,e; U(n), L2)

of maPs 0 : G --)- U<n) with 0(e) == fn with compact open topology, where e and

In are unit and unit matrix. LetGact on this by',. '
(1. 1) (ge) (h) =o(hgi o(gi"i

for g, h, Ei G and 0E BG". Let ir : BG" - BG"" be a natural inclusion induced

by a natural inclusion U(n) (= U(n+r). We define the G-action on EG" = BG" × C"

by

(1.2) g(e, v) =(ge, 0(g)v),

 where 0(g) is an conjugate matrix of e(g). Then EG" is a G-vector bundle

                                                          '

(L 3) ir*EG""r = Ec" Or

where r is a product G-bundle Bc" × C" with trivial G-module C". .
   2 Definition. Two equivariant maps .ICi : X - BG" (i -- O, 1) are equivalent,

      in symbols

           An-A

if there is a map F:X- U(n) such that

(2. 1) F(gn) - fl (x) (g)F(x) fh (x) (gi"i

for any xeX and gE G. Two equivariant maps fle :X. Bani (i -- O, 1) are
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stably equivalent, in symbols

            A tl;- A

if there are two integers ri such that

(2. 2) iroA A' iriA

Moreover fl are stably equivalent with respect to the representation of G,:'lin

symbols ･
            fb III.hZiG fli,

if there are two G-invariant points 0i G BGri such that

(2.3) AeOe -- AeOi,
where (fi O 0i) (x) (gi == A (x) (g) O ei (g). We shall write {f} for the stable equiva-

lence class of fl The set of such stable equivalence classes is denoted by

(2.4) {X, BG},
where Bc = limit BG". For the relation ,'.vG we shall write

(2.5) {f}G, {X, BG}G.
Clearely the direct sum in matrices induces the semi group structures of {X,

BG} and {X, Bc}G.

   3. Let E be an n-dimentional complex vector bundle over X such that E

is trivial as vector bundle, then we set

            r, (x) - ( :[".l e,)', )

for some isomorphism g:X× C" --> E and canonical base ei･･････en of C". We
define a map

(3. 1) fb :X -> Bc" by f2, (x) (g) gl]g (x) = rg (gx) .

then we have

   4' Lemma. fb is an equivariant maP, Moreover if gt : X × C" ---> E is an ano-

ther isomorPhism then .L, -h- Le, .

   Proof. From (1. 1) and (3. 1), we have

               fo (gn) (h) h r, (gn) = r, (hgn) -= ft (x) (hg) hg r, (x)

               = fb (x) (hg) k (x) (g)"ihr, (gr) = (gf(x)) (h) hr, (gn),

so fp is an equivariant map. Now for the last part, we define a map F:Xo
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(4. 1) f-,, (x) =F(x) P, (x) ,

then we have

           fb ･ (x) (g) F (x) f, (x) (g)-' r, (gx) = fb･ (x) (g) F (x) gP, (x)

           - f,, (x) (g) gr,t (x) := F(gn) r, (gx),

SO fP -N- f,t.

   5 Lemma. if fi :X--> Bc"(i=O,i) are equivalent, then fh"EG" and fi'i:EG"

are G-isomorphic.

   .Proof. From 2, there is a map F:Xs U(n) such that (2. 1). Now we define

g:fb*EGn - fl*FGn by

(5.1) g(x, v) ==z (X, F(x)v)

Then g(g(x, v)) == g(gx , To(x)(g)v) =(gx , F(g:)fli (x)(g)v)-(gx, f, (x)(g)F(x)v)

== g(x, F(x)v) =: gg(x, v), so g is an equivariant isomorphism.

   6 Lemnta. Let Ei (i=O,1) be n-dinzentional complex G-vector bundles over X

szach that Ei are trivial as vector bundle. if there is a G-isomorPhism ip : Eo --> Ei,

then

           fgo A" f?i

for any isomorphisms epi : X × C" -} Ei (i = O, 1).

   Proof. We define a map F:X--, U(n) by

(6. 1) ¢x rp, (x) =F(x) Pp, (x)

Then we have

           fp , (x) (g) F (x) fp, (x) (g)"i rg, (gn) = fp, (x) (g) F (x) g rp, (x)

           == fp, (x) (g) gF (x) Pg, (x) == fp, (x) (g) gip. Vp, (x) = gfp, (x) (g) ipxr g, <x)

           = gipx fb, (x) (g) Pep, (x) == ¢gxgfb, (x) (g) l"p, (x) == ¢gx fg, (x) (g) gTg, <x)

           == ¢gx Pp, (gn) = F(gx) rg, (gn) ,

SO fipe nv fgi.

   7 Theorem. (M.F. ATiyAH [1]) The category of G-vector bundles over free

G-space X is equivalent the category of vector bzandles over XIG under the Pro]'ection

ll : X ----> XIG.

   8 Theorem. 111r X is a free G-sPace, then there is a bij'ection

           v : £X, BG} -> Kernelll:k,

where U'k is a homomorphism from ii(XIG) to lili(X) induced by the pro7'ection II :

X -> XIG.

   Proof. VVe define the maP v by
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(8.1) v({f}) -7. {f*EGnlG},

if f is an equivariant map to BG". From 5 and 7, p is well defined, If {fh"EG"IG}

=r- {fi"Ec'tlG} for fi:X ----> BG" (i= O, 1), then ･we have .

(s. 2) fb'lsE."!Geva E¥ fi;kEG"IGe=m (as vector bMndle)

for some integer m. From (8.2), we have

           fl*(fi)kEGnlG)o2zz {li; fi*Ecnezzz E}il fi*i.*Ec,t+m,

as G-vector bundle. So, from 6, imfe -v iinfi. Hence the inap v is one to one.

Let {L} be an element of ii(XIG) such that 17"({L}) =- O. Then there are two

integeres m and n, and we have

           fl:i･LO4t !i{ zi.,

as vector bundle. Since ll:"Lem is a G-vector bundle, from 3 and 4, there is

an equivariant map fp :X-> Bc" for some isomorphism g:X× C" -> ll*Le
m. Now we define
gf" : f ;if- E.n -" 11 :kL O Lt by g'W (x, v) = g(x, v). We set f, (x) (g) == (fi ]'(x, g)), then

                                         vt(8.3) op(g(x, ei))-g(gx, f(x)(g)ei) -- rp(gx, Xfii(x,g)ei)
                                         l--･1
                lt
             == Xfii (x, g) g(gn, ei)

               l=-1

From (3.1), we have

            n(8. 4) =ftfe (x, g) gg (x, ele)=p(gx, et)
           k=1

and since fp(x)(g) is in U(n),

                                '            1･l
(s. s) Xflk(x, g) Lfii(x, g) =- Ski.
           I-=1

Then, from (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5), we have

                      lt )･l            cp (g(x, ei) -= X(=fth(x,g)Ii (x, g) gq (x, ele))

                      ie=1 l=:=1

              n            :=: =fi feigo (x, ek) == go (x, ei) = geN(x, ei).

             k-I

Hence -pa-
 i's an equivariant isomorphism. So we have

           v ({ f}) == { f:"E."IG} :-- {IT"L e mlG} = {ll:'LIG} = {L} ,

therefor the map v is onto.
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   9 Corollary. Ilf X is a free G-sPace, then {X, BG} is an abelian grouP and v

is an isomozPhism of abelian groups.

   10 Theorem. There is an bi7'ection

            vo : {X, Bc"}G -> 1tcrenel f ,

                                       "v rvwhere .9" is a forgetfa{l homomorPhism flrom Kb(x) to K(X).

   ProoL We define the map ve by

(10. 1) vo({f}G) == {f:#EG"} ,

if f is an equivariant map to BG". For any G-invariantpoint eof BGM, we can

write (f(D 0) "Ec'i'M == f:"Ec"e X × M, where M is a G-module defined by 0E
Hbm(G, U(m)). So ve is well defined. Hence the same argument with 8gives

that vo is a bijection.

   11 Cotlorary. {X, Ba}G is an abelian grouP and vo is an isomorPhism of

abelian grouPs.

   12 Collorary. ILIC G act freely on the 2n-1 dimensional sphere S2"-i, then

(12. 1) v: {S2n-i, BGn} ----> rt(S2n-ilG)

is an isomozPhism. ･
               rNj   ProoL Since K(S2'i`') == o, it is trivial.

   13 ZIheorem (Jon. FoLKMAN [2]) Let Zm be cyclic group of order m with

generater T. If Zln act on S2"-i by T (Zi,･･-,Zn)= (e(m)Zi,･･･,e(m)Zn), where e(m)

= exp 2xi/m, then any equivariant map f : S2'`-i --. Bhz. is stably equivalent to

a constant equivariant map 0 e Brz.

   14 CoroUary. Udeder the condition in 13, We have

            "J A.            .Kzin(s2n-1) ==o and K<s2n-11z.) == {s2n-1, (Bz.)zm}.

   Proof. From 11, 12 and 14, it is trivial.
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